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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are building a product on top of Google Kubernetes Engine

(GKE). You have a single GKE cluster. For each of your
customers, a Pod is running in that cluster, and your customers
can run arbitrary code inside their Pod. You want to maximize
the isolation between your customers' Pods. What should you do?
A. Create a GKE node pool with a sandbox type configured to
gvisor. Add the parameter runtimeClassName: gvisor to the
specification of your customers' Pods.
B. Use the Container Analysis API to detect vulnerabilities in
the containers used by your customers' Pods.
C. Use the cos_containerdimage for your GKE nodes. Add a
nodeSelector with the value
cloud.google.com/gke-os-distribution: cos_containerdto the
specification of your customers' Pods.
D. Use Binary Authorization and whitelist only the container
images used by your customers' Pods.
Answer: A
Explanation:
https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/containers-kubernetes/gk
e-sandbox-bring-defense-in- depth-to-your-pods

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two options can be used for server pool qualifications?
(Choose two.)
A. memory speed
B. CPU stepping
C. RAID controller
D. firmware version
E. chassis model
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation: A server pool contains a set of servers. These
servers typically share the same characteristics. Those
characteristics can be their location in the chassis, or an
attribute such as server type, amount of memory, local storage,
type of CPU, or local drive configuration. You can manually
assign a server to a server pool, or use server pool policies
and server pool policy qualifications to automate the
assignment.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/unified_computing/ucs/sw/g
ui/config/guide/2-0/
b_UCSM_GUI_Configuration_Guide_2_0/b_UCSM_GUI_Configuration_Gui
de_2_0_chapter_011010.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
When designing a storage infrastructure to support ESXi 5 hosts
what limit will be reached first?
A. Maximum number of iSCSI paths on a host

B. Maximum number of iSCSI LUNs
C. Maximum number of NFS datastores
D. Maximum number of paths to an iSCSI RDM
Answer: D
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